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Brazilian Portuguese Course for Native English
Speakers.n This course introduces you to the
Portuguese spoken in Brazil, with all its special
lexical features (words ... ..., . ..., ., prepositions
. Â¡. Â¿., ... .), as well as the rules for
pronunciation of these words. We will start
with grammar questions to help you memorize
basic lexemes, and then gradually move on to
word differentiation and translation of
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colloquial concepts in the language. You won't
miss a single step from the first level to the last
one. Teachers: Fernanda Oliveira De Castro,
Associate Professor, Alves Posada University
(Brazil) Julia Preyer, lecturer at Johns Hopkins
University (USA) Level 1 one.Grammar
Various forms of the personal verb (infinitive,
present and past participle, present infinitive
with post-infinitive, tense and adverbial
adverbs) The eight-step grammatical structure
of compound verbs (such as minus, pre-, and
post-) and how they are applied Mutual
complements (prepositions, conjunctions)
Circumstance of time (duration, time, place,
etc.) Object of action and object (=> place of
action or object) The subject of the action and
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its signs (= . ), - (=> ), - -. - -=\\t- 2. Vocabulary
Grammar structure: Basic ways of expressing
grammatical categories Verbs (personality,
tense, type, mood, pledge) Pronouns Nouns
(separate; whole) adjectives Noun groups
Place, tense and circumstances of the verb in
the sentence Vowels in Latin and other
languages Certain number Place and tense of
nouns in declension Change of pronoun and
verb Conjunctions and adverbs 3. Colloquial
expressions A complete list of topics that can
be used to expand vocabulary Use of the
subjunctive Uses of negative pronouns Uses of
place in a sentence (=
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